2022 SPECIAL OFFER

OVERHAUL PROTECTION

COVERAGE & DISCOUNT PROGRAM

The Platinum Level is the most complete rebuild option; designed to maximize the built-in second and third life of your Engine!

Receive $1,500 OFF

with Gold Kit + Cylinder Head + Turbo

Plus either Air Compressor, set of Injectors, VVA or Oil Cooler or use a Platinum Kit + Turbo or equivalent parts.

Heavy Duty On highway engines only.

In-Frame Overhaul (OPT) is not required for discount to be applied to overhauled engine.

- Applies to All Heavy Duty Engine Models.
- Mid-Range Excluded
- Can upgrade to 4 years of coverage to maximize and pay the difference.

CLAIM MUST BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM THE END OF THAT MONTH TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR DISCOUNTS!

Program: January 1 – December 31, 2022 NAT-ENG-3135

OVERHAUL PROTECTION FOR TRUCKS (OPT)

Coverage is available for on-highway engines in 18, 24, or 48-month terms. Your on-highway engine is eligible once a qualifying overhaul has been completed by an authorized CAT dealer in accordance with the Overhaul Certification Worksheet.

Your operation depends on reliable power. That’s why you trust CAT On-Highway Truck Engines. With CAT Financial Insurance Services, you get additional coverage that’s just as durable and long-lasting. Overhaul Protection Truck (OPT) Engines protects your investment and your peace of mind. Choosing coverage is easy as following these four steps.

1. First, extend your protection beyond the original factory warranty by choosing the coverage option that’s right for your situation.
2. Next, choose the ESC coverage term to fit your needs. Depending on your location, certain mileage/kilometer limits may apply.
3. OPT provides coverage on CAT engine components that either pass inspection or are replaced at the time of the overhaul as indicated on the contract. OPT covers the parts and the labor costs for covered component repairs due to defects in materials, factory and dealer workmanship.
4. Finally, work with your local authorized CAT dealer to complete the process – and get the protection and peace of mind you deserve.

Rhonda Gelinas
Commercial Engine Product Support Manager ESC & Marketing
603-665-4516 Office
603-218-6884 Fax
603-998-3291 Cell
Rhonda_Gelinas@miltoncat.com

miltoncat.com
Claiming Guidelines for OHT In-Shop Rebuild
$1,500.00 Off
Program NAT-ENG-3135
1/1/2022 thru 12/31/2022

Invoice must show the replaced parts billed to the customer along with the Up Front Discount using the following as applicable: Either a Gold kit + cylinder head + turbo + either air compressor, VVA oil cooler or set of injectors or Platinum kit + turbo, or equivalent parts.

Milton Cat Shop Repairs - Provide discount under Misc. Detail selecting the SVC_ServiceDiscount on the service call.

Milton Cat over the Counter Parts Sales - Not applicable

Business Partner Dealer - Must show discount up front on invoice.

Please ensure that all invoices are sent to Wanda_Muzzey@miltoncat.com and cc Rhonda_gelinas@miltoncat.com via email or fax to 603-218-6884.

Please contact Rhonda Gelinas at: (603) 665-4516 for any questions or concerns.

Effective immediately, the guidelines require that all claims be received within 30 days from the end of the month of the transaction date in order to be reimbursed for the discounts provided.

OHT In-Shop Rebuild Program NAT-ENG-3135  Offer expires Dec. 30, 2022